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Increase in error threshold for quasispecies by heterogeneous replication accuracy
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In this paper we investigate the error threshold for quasispecies with heterogeneous replication accuracy. We
show that the coexistence of error-free and error-prone polymerases can greatly increase the error threshold
without a catastrophic loss of genetic information. We also show that the error threshold is influenced by the
number of replicores. Our research suggests that quasispecies with heterogeneous replication accuracy can
reduce the genetic cost of selective evolution while still producing a variety of mutants.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Evolution requires both genetic diversity and stable rep
duction of advantageous mutants. Accurate replication of
genome guarantees stable reproduction, while errors du
replication produce genetic diversity. One key to evolution
thus inherent in replication accuracy. Replication accur
depends on nucleotide polymerases. It was believed tha
tracellular polymerases have homogeneous replication a
racy. Most studies of evolutionary models have also b
based on homogeneous replication accuracy. Recent inv
gations, however, have demonstrated that organisms repl
with heterogeneous replication accuracy, i.e., error-free
error-prone polymerases coexist in the same cell.

A. Error-free and error-prone polymerases

Many error-prone DNA polymerases were recently d
covered in succession, from bacteria to humans@1–7#. The
major replicative DNA polymerases have a proofread
function, which eliminates errors by 38→58 exonuclease ac
tivity @8–10#, with resultant error-free replication@11,12#.
The error-prone polymerases, by contrast, have no pr
reading function and bypass DNA damage, thereby eng
dering mutagenic activity@1–6#. Induction of error-prone
polymerases suggests their participation in evolution, c
cinogenesis, and diversification of antibodies@13#.

The major replicative polymerases could potentia
change into error-prone ones by a down regulating of th
proofreading activities@14#. In this context, it is especially
interesting that the proofreading and DNA synthesis act
ties reside on distinct subunits in the DNA polymerase
holoenzyme of Gram-negative bacteria@9#. The replication
accuracy in nature is thus thought to be variable and het
geneous.

B. Disparity model: Promotion of evolution by coexistence
of error-free and error-prone polymerases

We expect that heterogeneous replication accuracy sh
influence evolution advantageously. There is a limit to hom
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geneous replication accuracy~parity model! for realization of
both genetic diversity and stable reproduction. If differe
kinds of polymerases with and without proofreading coex
an error-prone polymerase would extend genetic diver
and an error-free polymerase would replicate an adva
geous mutant~disparity model!. The disparity model of a
population could cause evolution to continue without losi
fitness once it is acquired. This model is an extension of
original disparity hypothesis@15–17# with respect to the evo-
lution of bacteria or higher organisms. We have demo
strated rapid evolution of the disparity model of a populati
in a stochastic simulation@14#. In this paper, we would like
to show the evolutionary advantages of the disparity mo
in the context of the quasispecies theory.

C. Quasispecies and error threshold

Quasispecies is a model of evolution with error-prone r
lication, which Eigen and his co-workers introduced and d
veloped @18–22#. Many modifications of the quasispecie
model have been studied~for example, finite population size
@23,24#, spatially resolved systems@25#, maternal effects
@26#, dynamic fitness landscapes@27–30#, or other various
fitness landscapes@31–35#!.

Quasispecies can be defined as a stable ensemble o
fittest sequence~or master sequence! and its mutants distrib-
uted around the master sequence in sequence space wi
lection. The target of natural selection appears to be no
single sequence but rather an entire quasispecies distribu
The evolution of quasispecies occurs as follows: a mut
with a higher fitness than the master sequence appears i
quasispecies, this mutant replaces the old master sequ
with selection, and then a new quasispecies distribution
ganizes around the mutant.

Studies of quasispecies have led to the conclusion
there exists an error threshold for maintaining genetic inf
mation and that quasispecies can only evolve below
threshold@18–22#. This means that the upper limit of evolu
tion rate is determined by the error threshold. The quasis
cies theory proved to be successful in studies of RNA
ruses, which evolve at a high rate near the error thresh
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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This theory is also expected to provide a framework to
amine the features of bacterial evolution and carcinogene
because recent studies have found evidence that mutator
notypes with an increased error rate play an important rol
these processes@36–39#.

D. Purpose of this study

Although a great deal of research has been carried
regarding the genetics and biochemistry of the error-pr
polymerases, little is known about their influence on evo
tion. Most studies of evolutionary models, including those
quasispecies, have not focused on heterogeneous replic
accuracy. In this paper we consider the application of
disparity model to quasispecies theory and its influence
the error threshold.

The bacterial genome is replicated bidirectionally from
single origin of replication, and eukaryotes have multip
origins of replication in the genome@10#. This means that the
genome sequence is partitioned into more than one rep
tion unit ~replicore!, and thus more than one polymerase c
participate in genome replication simultaneously. In this
per we also consider the influence of the number of re
cores on the error threshold.

II. DISPARITY-QUASISPECIES HYBRID MODEL

A. Mutant distribution of quasispecies with heterogeneous
replication accuracy

In the present study, a quasispecies consists of a pop
tion of genomes, each represented by a binary base sequ
of length n, which has 2n possible genotypes~or sequence
space!. A sequence with the best fitness is called the ma
sequence. The population size is assumed to be very l
and constant. The replication of one template sequence
duces one direct copy sequence, and thus the replicatio
ror is fixed to a mutation by one step. Only base substituti
occur, and hence the sequence length is constant. Sequ
degradation is neglected. For easy handling, we classify
sum of all i-error mutants of the master sequence (I 0) into a
mutant classI i( i 50,1, . . . ,n). The corresponding sum o
relative concentrations is denoted byxi . The rate of change
in xi is then

ẋi5~AiQii 2 f !xi1(
j Þ i

AjQi j xj , ~1!

whereAi is the replication rate constant~or fitness! of the
mutant classI i ; f keeps the total concentration constant, a
is then( iAixi ; Qii is the replication accuracy or the prob
ability of producingI i by complete error-free copying ofI i ;
Qi j is the probability of producingI i by miscopying ofI j .

The genome sequence is replicated by a polymerase
Ek we denotep kinds of polymerases with different accur
cies (k51,2, . . . ,p). The relative concentration ofEk is de-
noted byck . Single-base accuracy of polymeraseEk is 0
<qk<1, so that the per base error rate is 12qk . Because of
the consistent replication of one sequence by the same p
merase, the per genome error rate ofEk is n(12qk). The per
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genome mean error rate of the quasispecies is t
n(kck(12qk)5m. By transforming the homogeneous rep
cation accuracy@20,22#, we have a heterogeneous one:

Qi j 5(
k

ckqk
n(

h50

l S 12qk

qk
D 2h1u j 2 i uS n2 j

h1
1

2
~ u j 2 i u2 j 1 i !D

3S j

h1
1

2
~ u j 2 i u1 j 2 i !D ,

with l 5@ 1
2 ~min$ j 1 i ,2n2~ j 1 i !%2u j 2 i u!#.

The stationary mutant distribution, lim
t→`

xi5yi , is a

quasispecies. This is obtained from the eigenvectors of
trix W5$AjQi j % @20–22#. Figure 1 shows the examples o
the quasispecies with homogeneous and heterogeneous
lication accuracies. We used a simple single-peaked fitn
landscape for easy calculations. A replication rate const
A0 is assigned to the master sequence, and all other mu
classes have the same fitness (A15A25 . . . 5An,A0).

Parity quasispecies with a homogeneous replication ac
racy below the error threshold localizes around the ma
sequence@Fig. 1~a!#. At the error threshold nearm52.3, the
transition is very sharp, and the relative concentration of
master sequence decreases over ten orders of magnitud~at
c50 in Fig. 2!. Such a phenomenon is called an error cat
trophe. Above the error threshold, quasispecies localiza
is replaced by a uniform distribution, in which individua
concentrations are extremely small:yi58.88310216. In a
real, finite population, the genetic information of the mas
sequence can no longer be maintained by selection du
error accumulation. Only below the error threshold can
quasispecies evolve, and the rate of evolution appear
reach its maximum near the error threshold.

The disparity quasispecies@Figs. 1~b!–1~d!# have two
kinds of polymerases, each with different accuracy. Po
meraseE1 is error free,q151, and E2 is error prone, 0
<q2<1; each present at a relative concentration ofc and
12c. Of course, the assumption of a complete error-f
polymerase is not realistic; however, the error rate of
proofreading polymerase in DNA-based microbes is v
small, 0.003 errors per genome per replication@11#, thus it is
negligible in this case.

When the relative concentration of error-free polymera
is low, 0,c,0.1, the error threshold is shifted to a high
mean error rate with increasingc, and the magnitude of the
error catastrophe decreases@Figs. 1~b! and 2#. At c50.1 the
error threshold vanishes@Fig. 1~c!#. The relative concentra
tion of the master sequence gradually decreases and fin
levels off at a 107 times higher concentration than the pari
uniform distribution~at c50.1 in Fig. 2!. Whenc.0.1, in-
dependent of the mean error rate, the master sequen
present in sufficient concentration@Figs. 1~d! and 2#. Figure
2 shows the dramatic change of the quasispecies dyna
nearccrit50.1. In the disparity quasispecies, mutants far d
tant from the master sequence can be present without in
4-2
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FIG. 1. The mutant distribution in quasispecies as a function of the mean error rate per genome (n550), wherec is the relative
concentration of error-free polymerase. We plot the relative stationary concentration of the master sequence (I 0), the sum of the relative
stationary concentration of all one error mutants (I 1), of all two error mutants (I 2), etc.~a! The parity model with homogeneous replicatio
accuracy:c50. ~b!–~d! Typical examples of the disparity model:c.0. Error-free and error-prone polymerases coexist. The follow
selective values were used in all of the examples:A0510, Ai51 for all iÞ0.
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ring the loss of quasispecies localization. This means that
rate of evolution can increase without error catastrophe.

B. Error threshold for quasispecies with multiple replicores

Considering the error threshold for the disparity mod
we encounter the following two difficulties:~i! the genome
size in nature is too large, virus:n.103, bacteria:n.106, to
do exact calculations; and~ii ! the genome replication in na
ture is partitioned into more than one unit~replicore! and
more than one polymerase participates at the same time.
multiple replicores appear to influence the error thresho
Therefore, we approach the error threshold by using an
proximation of the relative stationary concentration of t
master sequence@18–22#:
03190
he
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y0'
A0Q002AiÞ0

A02AiÞ0
,

whereA0 is the replication rate constant of the master
quence andAiÞ0 is the overall average of other mutant s
quences;Q00 is the replication accuracy for complete erro
free copying of the master sequence. This approxima
relies on the negligence of considering back mutations fr
mutants to the master sequence in Eq.~1!. Agreement with
the exact solution increases with increasing genome
@20#. The relative stationary concentration of the master
quence vanishes for a critical error rate that fulfills

~Q00!min5
AiÞ0

A0
5s21, ~2!
4-3
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wheres is the selective superiority of the master sequen
To obtain Q00 for the disparity model with multiple repli-
cores, we assume that there are two kinds of polymeraseE1
and E2, each present at a relative concentration ofc and 1
2c. The error rate of the proofreading polymerases is v
small and negligible. Thus, polymeraseE1 is error free,q1
51, andE2 is error prone, 0<q2<1. The per genome mea
error rate is then

m5n~12c!~12q2!. ~3!

The probability of replicating the genome by error-pro
polymeraseE2 is obtained from a binomial distribution. Th
nonerror probability by the error-prone polymeraseE2 is ob-
tained from a Poisson approximation, in which the geno
size is assumed to be very large compared with the num
of replicores. Multiplying them we have

Q005 (
b50

a S a

bD ca2b~12c!be2mb/a(12c)

5@c1~12c!e2m/a(12c)#a, ~4!

wherea is the number of all replicores in the genome. Co
bining Eqs.~2! and ~4! we have the error threshold for th
disparity model:

mmax5a~12c!lnS 12c

s21/a2c
D . ~5!

Figure 3 shows the error threshold as a function of
relative concentration of error-free polymerase at vario
numbers of replicores. The error threshold for the pa
model,c50, is not influenced by the number of replicore
In the disparity model,c.0, the singularity occurring at the
critical concentration of the error-free polymerase,

ccrit5s21/a,

FIG. 2. Log10 plot of the relative stationary concentration of th
master sequence as a function of the mean error rate at va
relative concentrations of error-free polymerase (c). Parity model:
c50. Disparity mode:c.0. The following selective values an
parameter were applied:A0510, Ai51 for all iÞ0 andn550.
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leads to a very sharp increase of error threshold. This me
that in c>ccrit , the error threshold vanishes. The result
a51 agrees with the exact solution forn550 ~see Fig. 2!.
ccrit increases with increasing number of replicores.

The permissible error rate is thus obtained from Eqs.~3!
and ~5!:

mpmsH ,a~12c!lnS 12c

s21/a2c
D , c,z

<n~12c!~12qmin!, c>z,

z5
exp~nqmin/a!2exp~n/a!s21/a

exp~nqmin/a!2exp~n/a!
's21/a

assumings21/a!1. Whenc>z there are two constraints:~i!
the genome sizen is finite and ~ii ! the error-prone poly-
merase has a nonzero accuracyqmin in real organisms. The
error rate of the complete proofreading-free DNA pol

FIG. 4. Permissible error rate of the disparity quasispecies
function of the relative concentration of error-free polymerase. T
permissible region is the shaded one. The following selective va
and parameters were applied:A0510, Ai51 for all iÞ0, n54.6
3106, a52, and 12qmin51025.

us FIG. 3. Error threshold for the disparity quasispecies as a fu
tion of the relative concentration of error-free polymerase at vari
numbers of replicores (a). The genome size was assumed to
infinity. The following selective values were applied:A0510, Ai

51 for all iÞ0.
4-4
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merase ofEscherichia coli ~E. coli! is assumed to be 1
2qmin51025 @40#. Figure 4 shows an example of the pe
missible error rate based on the parameters ofE. coli. The
plot resembles al transition in shape. Fors510, the maxi-
mum of mpms of E. coli becomes 31 errors per genome p
replication. This error rate is sufficiently high compared w
the error threshold of the parity model: ln(s)52.3.

III. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed a disparity-quasispecies hy
model in which both error-free and error-prone polymera
coexist. The results show that the dynamics of a quasispe
are determined not only by the error rate but also by
proportion of polymerases with different accuracies and
the number of replicores partitioning the genome. One
table finding to emerge was that the coexistence of the er
free and error-prone polymerases could greatly increase
error threshold for quasispecies compared with the tra
tional parity model.

Many organisms in nature live in a continuously chang
environment@27–30,41#. This is especially true for microbia
pathogens and tumor cells dodging the host immune sys
The chance of finding an advantageous mutant will incre
with increasing Hamming distance from the master
quence, because of the large increase in the number of
tants, and hence possible candidates, with increasing dist
@22#.

A simple homogeneous increase in the error rate wo
l.

ci

c
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incur a considerable cost of deleterious mutations, even
were transient. So small is the error threshold of the pa
quasispecies that the distribution range of mutants is lim
to a short distance from the master sequence. In the ‘‘h
climbing’’ metaphor@42,43# of adaptive evolution, the parity
quasispecies would be trapped in a local low peak on
rugged fitness landscape and could never reach the hi
peaks far from the master sequence. The disparity quasi
cies, on the other hand, could increase the error thres
without losing genetic information, and hence produce
large number of advantageous mutants with increasing
tance from the master sequence. The disparity quasispe
could search long distances across the sequence spac
finally find a higher peak.

The processivity of the error-prone polymerases seem
be much lower than that of the major replicative polymera
with proofreading@44#. The disparity model with multiple
replicores takes this observation into account. In this mo
errors are concentrated within regions of the replicores
which error-prone polymerases participate. If an error-pro
replication is restricted within a specific gene region, t
error rate of the region greatly increases as the costs for
other genes keep to a minimum.
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